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Abstract 
In this paper, we consider the order relationship of semi-principal left ideals of /3N. We 
prove that any nonminimal semi-principal left ideal belongs to a reverse well-ordered chain 
of such ideals of length wl, in which each ideal is maximal subject to being contained in all 
its predecessors. We also consider the order relationship defined on idempotents by stating 
that (Y < /3 if (Y + p = /3 + (Y = LY, and prove that any nonminimal idempotent lies immedi- 
ately above 2’ other idempotents. Finally, we show that for any nonminimal idempotent (Y 
in PN, Z + (Y is the centre of (Y + /?N + CL 
Keywords: PN; Ideal; Commutativity 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 22A1.5 
0. Introduction 
In this paper, N will denote the set of positive integers and pN its Stone-tech 
compactification. 
It is well known that the operation of addition on N extends in a natural way to 
PN. For any m E N, the map IE e m + n from N to itself extends to a continuous 
map from pN to itself. The image of v under this map is denoted by m + V. Then, 
for any v E PN, the map m ++ m + Y from N to pN again extends to a continuous 
map from pF+J to itself. The image of I_L under this map is denoted by p + V. Thus 
addition in pN is defined by a double limit process: p + Y = lim,limp(m, + n,), 
where (m,) and (np> denote nets in N converging to p and v respectively in /3N. 
The order here is crucial; (/3N, + > is very far from being commutative. 
It is immediate that, for any given v E /3N, the map p ++ p + v is continuous. It 
is also easy to see that the operation of addition on PFV is associative. Thus PN is a 
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compact right-topological semigroup. This fact has important algebraic conse- 
quences, for which the reader is referred to [2] or [8]. Among these, the following 
will be used in this paper: If S is any compact right-topological semigroup, S will 
contain an idempotent. S will also contain a minimum ideal, which is a subset of 
any other ideal. If e is any idempotent in S, there will be an idempotent f in the 
minimum ideal of S for which f + e = e + f = f. 
The semigroup (pN, +) has interested several mathematicians, both because it 
arises as a natural extension of the most familiar of all semigroups, and because it 
has applications in number theory and in the study of dynamical systems. 
Of course, the semigroup (/3H, +> can be defined in an analogous way, and we 
shall frequently regard pN as embedded in PZ. It is easy to check that Z lies in the 
centre of ph and that piz + N* c N*, where N* denotes pN\N. 
For each r E N, qr: Z -+ Z, will denote the canonical homomorphism. It is easy 
to see that the extension qe: pZ -+ Z, is also a homomorphism. The subset T of 
N* defined to be fl k ,,cl,&kN) will play a special role in this paper. It is a 
compact subsemigroup of N* which contains all the idempotents of N*, because it 
is precisely the subset of N* on which all the maps qf are 0. 
In Section 1, we shall study the order relationships between semi-principal eft 
ideals of N*. These have the form N* + p for some p E N*. They are called 
semi-principal because p need not be in N” + p. Left ideals of this kind are of 
interest in ergodic theory, because the principal left ideal defined by p is the 
closed orbit of /A under the extension to PN of the shift operation defined on N by 
n * IZ + 1. It is an open question whether an infinite increasing sequence of ideals 
of this kind can exist. This question is, of course, equivalent to asking whether 
every maximal chain of semi-principal eft ideals of N* is reverse well ordered. We 
give some results which indicate that the answer to the second question may be 
affirmative. We prove that every left ideal N* + p lies immediately above 2’ left 
ideals of this form, if p is any element of N* outside the minimum ideal. 
Furthermore, N* + I_L will belong to a reverse well-ordered chain of semi-principal 
left ideals of type wT, where each element is maximal subject to being contained in 
the intersection of its predecessors. 
In Section 2, we consider the natural ordering on the set of idempotents of N*, 
defined by stating that p G (Y if and only if (Y + /3 = /3 + LY = /3. It is an immediate 
consequence of Lemma 0.2 below that idempotents (Y and p in N” commute if and 
only if (Y 6 p or p G (Y. Thus the study of this order relationship is equivalent o the 
study of commutativity between idempotents. We show that there is a rich network 
of order relationships among the idempotents of N*. Every nonminimal idempo- 
tent of N* lies immediately above 2’ other idempotents. Every neighborhood of 
every idempotent of N* contains an infinite decreasing sequence of idempotents. 
The set of maximal idempotents of N* contains 2’ elements and is dense in the set 
of all idempotents. 
In studying this relationship, we shall use an auxiliary quasi-order relationship 4 
defined on the idempotents of a semigroup as follows: LY -C p if and only if 
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p + (Y = (Y. This ordering was defined in [6], and is extensively discussed in [8], 
where it is denoted by G R. 
In Section 3, we apply the results of Section 1 to prove that, for any nonminimal 
idempotent CY of N*, the centre of the semigroup (Y + ,CIN + (Y is equal to Z + (Y. 
We remind the reader that the elements of pN can be regarded as ultrafilters 
on N. For any subset A of PN, we shall use Aor cl(A) to denote the closure of A 
in @V. If A c N and p E ,BN, then A E p if and only if p EA. The sets A, where 
A G N, are clopen subsets of PN which provide a base for the topology of PN. 
If X is a subset of NJ, FS(X) will denote the set of integers which can be 
expressed in the form ZF, where F is a finite subset of X. FS,(X) will denote the 
sums of this form for which F G [n, ~1. 
We first list some lemmas. Lemma 0.1 is a key lemma which will frequently be 
used in this paper. It appears to be a powerful tool in handling the additive 
structure of PN, as any sum p + v in pN is in the closure of the countable set 
N + u. 
Lemma 0.1. If A and B are countable subsets of pN for which AC? B # @, then 
AnB#@ orAnB#@. 
Proof. This is a well-known lemma, originally due to Frolik. A proof can be found 
in [3], on p. 442 for discrete sets, and in [9] on p. 231 in the general case. 0 
Lemma 0.2. If two left ideals of pN of the form pN f u and /?N + Y intersect, then 
one is contained in the other. In fact, if u # v, u E PN + v or v E PN + u. 
Proof. This is a simple consequence of Lemma 0.1. A proof can be found in [9], 
where this lemma occurs as Theorem 2. 0 
Lemma 0.3. An element u of @W which is not right-cancellable in PN will satisfy 
/J~E~-tP. 
Proof. This is also a simple consequence of Lemma 0.1, whose proof can be found 
in [93, where it occurs as Theorem 1. 0 
The following lemma also occurs in a paper recently communicated to the 
author [l]. It is also a consequence of Lemma 2.6 in [81. 
Lemma 0.4. Let S be a compact right-topological semigroup and let (Y be an 
idempotent in S. Then S contains an idempotent p which is maximal for the 
quasi-order + and which satisfies p > LY. 
proof. Let r be a maximal < -chain in the set of idempotents of S for which 
CYEr. 
Let L = {p E S: p + y = y (Vy E r)). Then L is nonempty. For, if L, = {u E 
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S: p + y = y}, the sets L,, where y E r, are compact subsets of S with the finite 
intersection property, and L = fI y E r L,. Thus L is a compact right-topological 
semigroup and will contain an idempotent p which will be maximal for the 
relation 4 and which will satisfy /3 t (Y. 0 
I am very grateful to Neil Hindman for many valuable discussions of the subject 
matter of this paper. 
1. Semi-principal left ideals of N* 
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that the element 77 of N* is not in the minimum ideal. Then 
there is a nonempty open subset G of T such that q @ PZ + 5 + 77 whenever 5 E G. 
Proof. Let D = {[ E T: 77 E pZ + 5 + T}. We shall show that D cannot be dense in 
T. 
Choose any YE 7, and for each n E Z, put K, = (5 E T: n + 5 + q E y}. Then 
K is a clopen subset of T, because the map 5 * n + 5 + 77 is continuous. Now T is 
a G,-subset of N*, and so U n ELKn# T unless U nGEKn = T. (We are using the 
well-known fact that a nonempty G,-subset of N* has a nonempty interior.) 
If we assume that U n (h K, = T, then, for each given 5 E T, there will be an 
integer nY and an element ny of y for which qy = nY + -$ + 7. If this statement is 
valid for every YE 7, we shall have n = p + 5 + 17, if p denotes a limit point of the 
net (n,). (In defining this net, we regard 77 as a directed set in which Y, 6 Y, if 
Y2 c Yi.) We could choose 5 to be in the minimum ideal, and this equation would 
then imply that n was also in the minimum ideal - contradicting our assumption. 
Thus we may suppose that there is a set YE 77 for which the sets K,, as defined 
above, satisfy U nEZKn#Tandhence lJnEz K, # T. So there is a nonempty open 
subset G of T for which G n U nELKn = @. 
We shall show that G n D = @. Let 5 E G. If 77 E PZ + 5 + 7, then 77 E clp,(Z 
+ 5 + 7). Hence n + 5 + 77 E r for some n E Z. This is a contradiction, as it 
implies that 5 E K,. q 
Corollary 1.2. For any q E N* which is not in the minimum ideal, there is a subset 
X = {x,: n E N} of N with the following properties: x,,+~ is a multiple of x, and of 
n! foreachnEN(; if ceXnN*, then rl@pZ+E+q. 
Proof. Let w E G. There will then be a subset E of lV with the property that 
p E ,!? n T c G. We can select a sequence (x,) of numbers in E with the property 
that x,+i is a multiple of x, and of n! for each n E N; for, given any k E N, 
EnkNipandso EnkN#@. 
Then the set X = (x,: n E N} has the required properties. For, if 5 E x n N*, 
we have SEEnTCG, and hence 77 6?pZ+~+~. 0 
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Notation. Let X be the set defined in the preceding corollary. We shall also 
suppose that x1 = 1. We define mappings cp and 19 from N to k4 U (0) as follows: 
cp(n) is the largest integer x, which is a factor of n, and e(n) = n - &I. 
Now, for each m E kJ, if z is a multiple of x,+r, we have cp(.x, + z) =x, and 
0(x, + z) = z. It follows that (~~(5 + CL) = 5 and ep([ + p)= p for every 5 E x and 
every I_L E T. (This can be seen by first letting z converge to p through values 
X m+l in PV, and then letting x, converge to 5 in the equations given here.) 
More generally, if s, t E k4 and if t is a multiple of x,+i, where x, = cp(s>, then 
~(8 + t) = cp(s) and e(s + t) = e(s) + t. So cpp(p + PI= cpp(p) and @(p + p)= 
ep(p) + p for every p E pk4 and every p E T. 
In the following two theorems, we shall suppose that n is a given element of N* 
which is not in the minimum ideal, and that X is a set with the properties given in 
Corollary 1.2. 
Theorem 1.3. For any 8 EX n N*, 5 + 7 is a right-cancellable element of N*. For 
any distinct elements tl, t2 in X n N*, N* + e1 + 77 Z N* + t2 + 7. 
Proof. We shall show that for any elements [,, t2 in % n N*, [i + 77 QG PkJ + e2 + 77. 
Suppose, on the contrary, that ,$r + n = (T + e2 + n for some u E PN. 
Since [i E x and u + t2 E N + t2, we can assert that cl(X + 7) n cl(lV + & + 7) 
# @. It follows from Lemma 0.1 that x + n = u’ + c2 + 77 for some x EX and some 
U’ E pk~, or else that .$ + n = s + & + n for some 5 E x and some s E k4. The first 
possibility cannot hold, since it implies that n E PZ + t2 + 77. For the same reason, 
the second possibility cannot hold if 5 E N. Thus we may assume that the second 
possibility holds with 5 E N*. However, this implies that q:(t) = q,(s) + q!(&2) for 
every r E N. This is impossible, since qf((> = qf(52) = 0. 
Thus 5, +rl GpN+52+n. 
Now, if ,$i # t2, it follows that (i + n # t2 + 7. Otherwise, we could choose 
disjoint subsets X, and X, of X satisfying X, E t1 and X, E t2. Since t1 + rl 
=X1 + n, and E2 + 77 E X, + n, an application of Lemma 0.1 would allow us to 
deduce that x + n = 5 + 7, where x EX~ and ,$EX, or else x EX~ and 5 EX,. 
This cannot hold, since 7 G /3Z + 5 + 77. So, by Lemma 0.2, N* + (i + n Z N* + t2 
+77. 
If ,$i = t2, it follows from Lemma 0.3 that & is right-cancellable in PkJ. 0 
Theorem 1.4. For each 8 E x n N*, the left ideal N* + 5 + 17 of N* is maximal 
subject to being a semi-principal left ideal of IV* strictly contained in N* + 7. Thus 
N* + 77 lies immediately above 2’ semi-principal left ideals of N*. 
Proof. (i) We first prove the following statement: if 7 E T satisfies the condition 
7 $6 N* + 6 + T, then there is no element f of N” for which N* + 5 + 7 5 N* + f s 
lV*+7. 
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Suppose, on the contrary, that f E N* does satisfy these conditions. 
By Lemma 0.2, we may suppose that 5 + T = CJ + l for some u E /3N. Since 
5+7EX+7anda+fE~+~,itfollowsfromLemmaO.lthatx+7=a’+5for 
some x E X and some a’ E PN, or else 5’ + r = s + C for some 5’ ET and some 
s E N. The first possibility can be ruled out, because it implies that T E Z + f if 
a’ E N and that r E N* + l otherwise, and hence, in either case, that N* + 7 G N* 
+ f. Thus the second possibility must hold. 
Since T GE Z + 5, we must have 5’ E N* and so 5 E T. This implies that s + IJ E T. 
Now 5 + 7 = (-s + a) + (s + C). We apply ep to this equation and deduce that 
7 = 8@( --s + a) + (s + f). This is a contradiction, as it implies that N” + r c N* + f. 
(ii) We now prove the theorem for 77. 
We choose a sequence (r,) of integers with the following properties: q,(r,) = 
qL(-q)for each m = 1, 2,...,n; 
r n+l -);z--+w as n+m. 
(The possibility of this choice follows from the fact that, for each t E N, {r E 
E: q,(r) = q/(-T)} E -7, and so 0 y!I(r E Z: q,(r) = qF(-7)) is infinite since it 
is in 77.1 
If p E cl(r,: rr E N} n N*, then 77 + p E T. Furthermore, since r, + 1 - r,, + 03, p 
is right-cancellable in N* (cf. [9]>. 
We observe that, for any elements A and p of N*, N* + A c N* + I_L if and only 
ifN*+h+pGN*+p+p. 
Since 17 E N* + 5 + 7, 77 + p 6C N* + 5 + 7 + p. Part (i) of this theorem then 
implies that there is no element C E N* for which N* + 5 + 77 + p 5 N* + C + p 5 
N* + 7 + p. Thus there can be no element l of N* for which N* + 5 + 77 5 N* + 5 
sN*+v. 
We have thus established our claim that the semi-principal eft ideal N* + 5 + 77 
is maximal subject to being contained in N* + 7. (We observe that it follows from 
Theorem 1.4 that 5 + 71 P N* + .$ + 77 and hence that N* + 77 # N* + 5 + 7.) 
Since, by Theorem 1.3, the left ideals of the form N* + 5 + 7, for 5 l xf? N*, 
are all distinct, we have shown that N* + 77 lies immediately above 2’ semi-prin- 
cipal left ideals of N*. q 
With 77 and 5 defined as above, 5 + 17 will lie outside the minimum ideal, since 
it is right-cancellable (by Theorem 1.3). So the argument can be repeated, with 
5 + q in place of 5. We can thus define a strictly decreasing sequence (N* + 7,) of 
semi-principal eft ideals of N*, each maximal subject to being a semi-principal eft 
ideal contained in its predecessor. The following theorem shows that the process 
can be continued further. 
Theorem 1.5. Suppose that (kJ* + q,,) is a strictly decreasing sequence of semi-prin- 
cipal left ideals of IV*. If C E cl{q,: rz E N}\{qn: n E N}, then N* + f is maximal 
subject to being a semi-principal left ideal of N* contained in n #J* + 7,). Further- 
more, 5 is right-cancellable in N*. 
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Proof. We first observe that l E N* + q, for each n E N, because qr E N* + q,, (by 
Lemma 0.2) whenever r > n. 
so N*+lC n,GV*+T)J. 
(i) We shall first show that, for any C’ E cl{q,: n E N1\{qn: n E NJ, [ E PN + 6’. 
Suppose, on the contrary, that f = u + I’ for some u E /3N. Since 5 E cl(v,: n E 
N} and v + l’ E cl(N + l’), it follows from Lemma 0.1 that q, E PN + 5’ for some 
n E N, or else that l” = m + l’ for some l” E cl{q,: n E N} and some m E N. The 
first possibility can be ruled out, because it would imply that N* + qn c N* + TV+,. 
So we assume that the second possibility holds, and apply Lemma 0.1 yet again. 
Since l” E cl{q,: IZ E N) and m + l’ E cl{m + vn. . II E N}, we can assert that, for 
some II E N and some l” E cl{rln: n E fQ, either qn = m + 5” or l” = m + T,,. In 
both cases, we can deduce that l” $?G {vn: n E FY}. For if we had 5” = T,., say, it 
would follow that I # II, but that FU* + qlr = N* + 77”. However, we can now obtain 
a contradiction in both cases, by deducing that N* + q,, G N* + qR+i if r 2 II + 1 
and that N* + 77, c N* + ~~+i if n > r + 1. 
This establishes our claim that 5 6 /3FV + l’. 
In particular, by choosing 5’ = 5, we can deduce that 5 is right-cancellable. 
(ii) We shall now show that there is no element T of N* for which N* + 5 5 N* 
+ 7 c n ,(N* + qn). 
Suppose, on the contrary, that r does satisfy these conditions. 
By Lemma 0.2, I= c + T for some u E N*. Since J E cl(v,: n E N) and u + T E 
cl(N + T), we can deduce from Lemma 0.1 that ?I,, = u’ + T for some n E N and 
some u’ E pN, or else [’ = s + T for some C’ E cl{q,: II E N} and some s E N. The 
first possibility cannot hold, because it would imply that lV* + q,, c N* + q,, + i. For 
the same reason, the second possibility implies that I’ E {q,: n E N). But then the 
second possibility, which implies that 5 = --s + u + [‘, contradicts part (i) of this 
theorem. q 
The preceding theorems allow us to assert the following: 
Theorem 1.6. Let 77 be any element of IV* which is not in the minimum ideal. Then 
N* + 77 is contained in a segment of a maximal chain of semi-principal left ideals of 
N*, which is reverse well ordered and has type WT. 
We should like to state the following theorem, as it has applications in our 
recent work. We observe that, for any 5 E N*, {-A: A E c} is an ultrafilter on L. 
This element of /3Z is denoted by - 5. Since the mapping 5 M -5 from pZ to 
itself is an algebraic isomorphism, an element -5 of /3Z will be in the smallest 
ideal of PZ if and only if 5 is. Now all the idempotents of /3Z lie in T U ( - T), and 
so - T will contain idempotents in the smallest ideal of PZ. 
Theorem 1.7. Let 17 be any element of N* which is not in the minimum ideal. Then 
there is a subset X = Ix,,: n E N) of N with the property that, for each n E N, x,+ 1 
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is a multiple of x, and of n!, and 77 e PZ - 5 + q whenever 5 E _%? n N*. Further- 
more, -5 + 77 is right-cancellable in /?N for every 5 ET n N*. 
Proof. The argument used in the proof of Theorem 1.1, with T replaced by -T, 
will show that there is a nonempty open subset G of - T for which 71 $?A pZ + 5 + 77 
whenever f E G. We can then show that a set X with the required properties 
exists, exactly as in Corollary 1.2 and Theorem 1.3. •I 
Remark. The results obtained in this section, would also be valid for semi-principal 
left ideals of PZ, instead of semi-principal left ideals of N*. They would, however, 
need some modification if it were semi-principal left ideals of pk4 which were 
under discussion. For example, if 17 is a right-cancellable element of @V, then 
PkJ + 1 + n is the only semi-principal left ideal of PlV which lies immediately below 
PN+77* 
2. The order relationship between idempotents 
Theorem 2.1. Every nonminimal idempotent of /3N lies immediately above 2’ 
idempotents of PN. 
Proof. Let 77 be a nonminimal idempotent of @J. We can choose a set X in lV with 
the properties given in Corollary 1.2. 
Let [EZn N*. 
We choose a set r of idempotents of /3k! which is maximal with respect to the 
following properties: 
r is a + -chain; 
TrN*+E+q; 
yer*y<q. 
We observe that r # @, because N* + E + 77 will contain an idempotent u, and 
77 + u will be an idempotent satisfying 77 + u < 7. 
Let L = (A E N* + 5 + 7: A + y = y (Vy E r)}. Then L is a compact semigroup. 
It is nonempty, since n y E rcl((y ‘l) n r) L L, where y t denotes (6 E PM 6 + y = 
y]. Now L contains an idempotent I, and we can replace 5 by 77 + IJ and suppose 
that f < 77. The maximal property of r implies that 5 E r. It follows easily that 5 is 
an idempotent which is maximal subject to the conditions 5 E N* + 5 + 77 and 
5<77. 
We shall show that 5 is maximal subject to satisfying C < 77. Suppose then that 7 
is an idempotent in PkJ for which f < r < 7. Since l E (kJ* + 5 + 7) n (N* + T), it 
follows from Lemma 0.2 that N*+{+~cN+T or N*+rckJ*+t+v. The 
second possibility contradicts the maximal property of 6. The first possibility 
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implies (by Theorem 1.4) that N” + r = N* + 7, and hence q + r = n. This is a 
contradiction, since 77 + T = T. 
We have thus shown that 77 lies immediately above 5. 
That n lies immediately above 2’ idempotents now follows from the fact that 
each left ideal N* + 5 + n, for 5 E x n N*, will contain an idempotent immediately 
below 77. If t1 and t2 are distinct elements of x n N*, the left ideals N* + ,$I + 77 
and N* + t2 + n cannot be equal (by Theorem 1.3) and one cannot be contained in 
the other (by Theorem 1.4). They must therefore be disjoint, by Lemma 0.2. 0 
Theorem 2.2. pN contains 2’ maximal idempotents. 
Proof. Let 5 E ~112”: n E N} f’ N*. There will be an idempotent a5 in the right 
ideal 5 + pN of PN. By Lemma 0.4, there will be a maximal idempotent PC for 
which p5 + ‘Ye = a5; for the idempotent p5 which is guaranteed to be maximal for 
< (by Lemma 0.4), will also be maximal for G . The idempotents p5 are all 
distinct. This can be seen by using the mapping f : N + N for which f(2”1 + 2’9 
+ ... +2”k)=2”1,whereO~n,<n,< ... < nk. It is easy to check that J@@~ + 
czE) =fP(PS>, because f(m + n) =f(m) when m and II are integers and n is a 
multiple of the largest power of 2 greater than m. So fP(P<) =f@(aS) = 5. q 
Theorem 2.3. The maximal idempotents of PN are dense in the set of all idempotents 
of PN. 
Proof. Let a be any idempotent in pN and let A E (Y. There will be a subset X of 
N for which ES(X) cA (cf. r.51). We may suppose that X= {x,: n E NI and that 
x, > C:::x, for every n = 2, 3,. . . . 
By Lemma 0.4, there will be an idempotent p in n J?$,( X) which is maximal 
subject to being in this semigroup. We shall show that 0 is a maximal idempotent 
in PN. 
Suppose that y is an idempotent in /3N satisfying y > p. Choose any C E y. 
Consider sums of the form c + x,~ +x,~ + . . . +xnk, where c E C, c < xnl_i and 
n,<n,< f.. < nk. The set of these sums is in y + p, as can be seen by allowing 
xn1+xn2+ ... +xnk to converge to p, and then allowing c to converge to y. Since 
y + /3 = p, it follows that, for each m E N, a sum of this form will also be equal to 
one of the form x,~ + xrz + . . . +x, , where m <x,, <x,* < . . . <x . This will 
clearly imply xllk = xr,. By cancelling {his term and repeating the argunlknt, we can 
deduce that c E N,(X). It follows that y E n ,FS,( X), and hence that y = p. 
0 
It has recently been shown that N* contains an infinite decreasing chain of 
idempotents [41. The following theorem is an extension of this. 
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Theorem 2.4. Every neighbourhood of every idempotent contains an infinite decreas- 
ing chain of idempotents. 
Proof. Let CY be any idempotent in /?FV and let A E (Y. As in the preceding 
theorem, we use the fact that there will be a subset X= (x,: n E N} of N for which 
FS(X) CA [51. We may suppose that x, > C:,:x, for each n = 2, 3, 4,. . . . 
For any infinite subset Y of X, C, will denote the compact semigroup 
n .Fs,(Y). 
Suppose that X \ Y is also infinite. Let LY be any idempotent in Cr. There will 
be a minimal idempotent p in C, for which p G (Y. We observe that p #(Y, 
because (Y cannot be in the minimum ideal of C,. This can be seen as follows: the 
mapping f from X to 7, defined by stating that f(x) = 1 if x E Y and that 
f(x) = 0 otherwise, is easily seen to extend to a homomorphism cp from C, to 
(Zi,, x I. Now cp -l(O) is nonempty, because it contains C,,,. It is an ideal in C, 
which is disjoint from C,. 
We now choose an infinite increasing sequence (Y,) of infinite subsets of X, for 
which each set Y, + 1 \ Y, is infinite. 
If cyi is any idempotent in C,, there will be an idempotent a2 in C, for which 
cy2 < czi. There will be an idempotent (~a in C, for which (Ye <(Y*. Proceeding in 
this way, we can define an infinite decreasing sequence of idempotents contained 
inA. 0 
3. The centre of (Y + j3N + (Y 
In this section, (Y will denote a given nonminimal idempotent in PN. 
Lemma 3.1. The center of the semigroup (Y + pk.4 + (Y is a group. 
Proof. We know from Section 1 that there are 2’ semi-principal left ideals of pN 
which are maximal subject to being contained in fiN + (Y and which are mutually 
disjoint. 
Suppose that 77 is in the centre of (Y + pN + LY. Then pN + 17 intersects every 
left ideal of the form j?N + 5 + (Y, because LY + [ + n = n + 5 + (Y. This implies (by 
Lemma 0.2) that pN + 77 c@N + 5 + (Y or /?lV + 5 + LY s PN + 77. There is at most 
one of the 2’ maximal semi-principal ideals of the form pN + 5 + (Y for which the 
first possibility can hold. The second possibility implies that @J + n = /3lV + (Y. 
So (Y = v + n for some v E PN. We may suppose that I, E LY + PN + (Y, because 
we can replace Y by (Y + v + (Y. Now v is also in the centre of (Y + pN + (Y; for, if 
iEa+ptV++,we have v+(P++)+ v=Y+(~+~)+v andso C+v=v+C. 
This establishes that the centre of (Y + pN + (Y is a group. 0 
Notation. We choose a subset X = {x,: n E N} with the property that x, + 1 is a 
multiple of x, and of n! for each n, and (Y P pZ + 5 + (Y whenever 5 EX Il T. 
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(The existence of a set with these properties was established in Section 1.) We 
assume that xi = 1. 
Let qn=xn+r/xn f or each II E N. Then any given m E N can be expressed 
uniquely as m = C:= ,a,~, where a, E (0, 1, 2,. . . , q,, - 1) for each n. (This can be 
seen as follows: alxl = a, is the remainder obtained when m is divided by 
x,; u2x2 is then the remainder obtained when m - ulxl is divided by x3; u3x3 is 
the remainder obtained when m - ulxl - u2x2 is divided by x4, etc.) 
Let F, = IO, 1, 2,. . . , q,_,}. The map f : N + nF, for which f(m) = (a,), has a 
continuous extension fP : pb4 + nF,. 
Lemma 3.2. Let 77 E N* and let f p(q> = (a,). If a, is eventually 0 or if a, is 
eventually q, - 1, then 77 E Z + T. 
Proof. For each m E N, U,,, will denote the set of integers n for which f(n) has 
a,, a2,. . . , a, as its first m terms. If W, denotes the set of all sequences in II F, 
which have a,, a2,. . . , a, as their first m terms, W, will be a neighbourhood of 
f P(q). so (f P)- ‘<w,> is a neighbourhood of q, and U,,, = kJ fl (fP)-‘(W,) E q. 
Suppose now that a,, = 0 whenever n > k. Let r = C~=,u,x,. If y E U,, where 
m > k, then y E r +x,N. So y - r EX,IW. Since U, E n, n - r EX,N. It follows 
that n -rE n,gx,RJ=T. 
Now suppose that a,, = qn - 1 whenever n > k. If y E U,, where m > k, then 
y -t-x,+, E r +x,N. We again put r = C,kcOunx,. Since y +xk+i -r Ex,PV, 77 + 
xk+l - r ~x,bJ. It follows that 77 + x~+~ - r E T. 0 
Theorem 3.3. For any nonminimal idempotent (Y in /3kJ, the centre of a + PN + a is 
L +a. 
Proof. Let 7 be in the centre of LY + pk4 + (Y. 
(i) We first show that, if n E T, then 71 = a. 
By Lemma 3.1, there will be an element v E cr + PkJ + cx for which n + I, = v + 
IJ =a. 
If .&&?iY*, (Y + 5 + 71 = TJ + 5 + CX, because n commutes with a: + 5 + (Y. So 
(by Lemma 0.2) one of the left ideals /3kJ + 5 + 7 and j3kJ + 5 + (Y must be 
included in the other. 
So~+~=p+~+cuor~+(~=~+~+~forsomepE~FVU(O}. 
If 5 + n = 5 + (Y, we apply the mapping 06 defined in Section 1, and deduce 
that ~=a.If ,$+n=p+t+cr,wherepfO,wededucethat n=OB(p)+5+cz. 
Now n has an inverse v in (Y + /?k4 + (Y, by Lemma 3.1. But then LY = v + 77 and so 
(Y E PZ + 5 + CY - a contradiction. 
Similarly, if [ = (Y = p + < + 77 where p E /3fV, we have (Y = 13a(p) + 5 + 7. So 
~=a+u=B~(p)+~+a and a=n+~ E piz + 6 + a - again a contradiction. 
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(ii) Now consider the general case, in which 7 is not necessarily in T. We may 
suppose that (a,) =fa(q> is not eventually 0 and is not eventually qn - 1. Other- 
wise we should have 77 E Z + T (by Lemma 3.2) and hence n E Z + (Y (by part 61 
of this theorem). 
Suppose first that each a, is either 0 or qn - 1. Then the set K = {n E N: 
a, =qn - 1 and a,,, = 0) is infinite. Given any u E kJ, we can choose IZ’ and II in 
K for which n > n’ and x,, > u. Consider the sum u +x, + y, where y E U, for 
some m > n + 1. Observe that the sequences f(u + y) and f(y) coincide after the 
first FZ’ + 1 terms, since f(u) has fewer than n’ terms and f(y) has 0 as its 
(n’ + 0th term. So f(u + y) has qn - 1 as its nth term and 0 as its (n + 11th term. 
It follows that c(u fx, +y> = C(U +y>. If we allow y to converge to 7, then allow 
x, to converge to some element 5 and then allow u to converge to (Y, we deduce 
that @((Y + 5 + 7) = ca((~ + 7) = ~~(7). 
On the other hand, we can consider a sum y +x, + U, where x, > y and u is a 
multiple of x, + i. Clearly, c(y +x, + U) = 1 + c(y + u). 
It follows that cp(n + 5 + (Y)= 1 + cp(~ + a> = 1 + ~~(71. 
Since cp(n) # 1 +cp(n), this contradicts the fact that (Y + (+ 77 = 77 + t+ (Y, 
becausea+~+~=cr+(+cr+~=~+~+~+~=n+(+a. 
We may now suppose that the set L = {n E N: 0 < a, < qn - 1) is infinite. In the 
same way as before, for any given u E N, we can choose n’ and n in L for which 
n > n’ and x,, > U. We consider the sum u +x, + y, where y E U, for some 
m > x,. Since the sequences f(u + y) and f(y) coincide after the first 11’ places, 
f(u + y) has an nth term which is neither 0 nor q, - 1. So c(u + x, + y) = c(u + y). 
Thus cp(, + 5 + 7) = ca(, + 17) = ca(n), as before. 
On the other hand, just as before, we shall have cp(q + 5 + (-u> = 1 + cp(n + a> 
= 1 + ca(q>. This again contradicts the fact that LY + 5 + 17 = n + 5 + (Y. 0 
Remark. We do not know whether Z + (Y is the center of (Y + PFV + (Y if (Y is a 
minimal idempotent in plU What we can assert, in this case, is that the centre of 
LY + pk4 + CY is contained in Z + T, because Lemma 3.2 and part (ii) of the proof of 
Theorem 3.3 did not use the assumption that (Y was nonminimal. 
4. Some open questions 
Question 1. Does N” contain an infinite increasing sequence of semi-principal left 
ideals? 
Question 2. Does kJ* contain an infinite increasing sequence of idempotents? 
Question 3. If (Y is a minimal idempotent in @, what is the centre of the group 
cu+/?kl+a? 
Question 4. Is there an idempotent in kJ* which is both minimal and maximal? 
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